
Building a Team 
Belong Toolkit 

The Circle Team
Belong seeks to raise up a new generation in the life and mission of the Catholic Church. 
Essentially, this means inviting people to become missionary disciples. The goal is for “the 
person who has been evangelised goes on to evangelise others.” (Evangelii Nuntiandi, 34)

One way you can do this is by building a Circle team; a group of leaders to assist you in leading 
the Circle. This can be an incredibly rewarding experience. People gather together to share 
life, faith and mission, whilst making new friends, developing their skills and learingn how to 
work together.

Team Roles
On your team, you might want to identify particular roles so as to ensure that you have all 
areas covered. Whilst some of these might not apply (and there may be others you need that 
are not mentioned), these may get you started.

Food – Who can help prepare a meal or snack that you can start your Circle gathering with? 
This role is pefect for people who love hospitality and welcoming. 

Design – Who can dream up creative ways to make your meeting space more welcoming and 
fun? What about the communication you send out to invite people into your Circle? This role 
is perfect for creative people. 

Tech – Who can make sure you have the right audio and visual gear so that everything goes 
smoothly? Who knows how to use tools like Zoom if you are meeting online? This is perfect 
for people who love technology and can use it confidently. 

Set-Up and Pack-Down – Who is available to come a bit earlier for set up and who can stick 
around to do clean up afterwards. This is perfect for people who want to help out behind-the 
scenes.  

Discussion Leaders – Who can keep the conversation rolling and ensure that participants feel 
safe to share. This is perfect for people who are good listeners and love to affirm. 

Administrator – Who loves lists, emails, budgets, calendars and to-do lists? This role is perfect 
for someone who likes to pull together all of the finer details.
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Supporting Your Team
Building a strong team is a key way to ensure that your Circle runs well and is a place where 
all feel like they can belong, believe and become. Here are four tips that you can focus on to 
best support your team.

1. Identify Calling and Charism: Match people up with what they love doing. God calls and 
equips each person to fulfill His mission. So find the administrative people and invite them 
to help with planning. Invite those with the gift of serving to be in charge of hospitality. 
For those who love praying, invite them to be intercessors in between Circle gatherings. 
Remember, you want to create a place where all can Belong.

2. Form and Equip Your Team: Gather with your team, and any other leaders (eg. Parish 
Priests) to form and equip them before you lead a Circle. This might include drawing on 
the Belong training toolkits to break open the vision of Belong and how they can best fulfil 
it in their context.

3. Gather as a Team: Regularly meet with your team and remember: “a team that prays 
together, stays together.” This is an opportunity to check in with each other, ensure that 
the next Circle session is planned and explore any important feedback on the Circle.

4. Feeback: Debrief after you complete your Circle session. Ask the real and honest 
questions: what went well? What did not go well? What do we need to do differently next 
time? How are they going?

Now take a moment and think of some people who you think might be appropriate to be on 
your Circle team. Write down their names. Pray about what role they might be able to do. 
Then, invite them to be a part of this vision for missionary renewal.


